REDMOND POLICE DEPARTMENT
Incident 21-014382
Nature: Burglary I/P
Responsible Officers: R Lazo

Address:
REDMOND WA 98052

When Reported: 23:38:07 07/13/21
Occurred Between: 23:34:53 07/13/21 and 23:34:53 07/13/21

Synopsis
Redmond Police responded to a local residence for a report of family member
attempting to break into the home. Upon arrival, it was determined the male was
not welcome inside of the residence, was told to leave numerous times and
attempted to break down the front door as a result. The male was taken into
custody for DV Residential Burglary, DV Malicious Mischief and Resisting Arrest.
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Narrative
Officer: D. MCNAMARA 4278
Date/Time Stamp: Wed Jul 14 03:45:52 2021
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Witness information - Enter all Witness(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
2. Additional suspects - Enter all Suspect(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
3. Describe property taken; show make, model, serial numbers and
individual values, where taken from, etc.
4. Property damaged; describe with dollar loss
5. Statements; from whom, and taken by
6. Evidence - Enter all Evidence in the Law Incident Involvements
7. Photos
8. Latents
9. Casualties or death; nature of injuries, attending physician, where
treated, etc.
10.Narrative; describe/reconstruct incident, crime scene
Start report below line:
============================================================================
7. PHOTOS
Multiple photos uploaded to evidence.com
10. NARRATIVE
I am a commissioned law enforcement officer for the Redmond Police Department (RPD) and
have been so since January 4th, 2016. I am currently assigned to Operations-K9 Unit as a K9
Handler with Police Service Dog (PSD) 'Griff'. PSD Griff and I have been in service since
February 1, 2021 and have been WAC certified/accredited by the Washington State Criminal
Justice Commission as a 'generalist team' (400 training hours). PSD Griff and I have the
primary duty of supporting the RPD and other law enforcement agencies as a
locating/tracking tool with a secondary duty as an apprehension tool. In order to remain
proficient in these skillsets, we participate in a minimum of 16 hours per month of
training in patrol generalist functions.
Prior to being employed with the RPD, I was a Supervisory Special Agent (SA) with the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) in Seattle,
Washington. I served as a Supervisory Special Agent from 2009-2016, supervising both field
Special Agents and state/local task force officers in a variety of complex criminal
investigations related to various state/federal criminal statutes to include but not
limited to criminal street gangs, narcotics trafficking, firearm trafficking, and
re-entered criminal foreign nationals. Prior to being promoted as a Supervisory Special
Agent, I served as a Special Agent from 2003-2009 in a variety of group assignments in both
Seattle and Tacoma, Washington whereby I conducted multi-jurisdictional criminal
investigations related to a multitude of state/federal criminal statutes. Prior to
employment with the DHS, I was employed with the Des Moines, Iowa Police Department from
1996-2003 whereby I served as a patrolman with collateral duties of Tactical Unit (SWAT)
operator and Alcohol Substance Abuse Program (ASAP) Officer.
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I have successfully completed the Basic Law Enforcement Equivalency Academy (80 hours) that
provides instruction in enforcement of Washington State criminal laws. I have
successfully completed the Criminal Investigator Training Program (CITP) and Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Special Agent Training (20+ weeks) at the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) in Glynco, GA. I have successfully completed the Des
Moines Iowa Regional Police Academy (20+ weeks). I have earned a 4-year Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Criminal Justice. I have served as a Traffic Officer in the RPD Traffic Unit and
I have completed both Basic and Advanced Collision Investigation at the Washington State
Patrol (WSP). I have attended ARIDE and currently hold collateral duties of Field Training
Officer (FTO), Firearms Instructor, TASER Instructor and FAA Part 107 Remote Pilot.
On July 13, 2021 at approximately 2338 hours, RPD Dispatch received information from the
Maple Valley Police Department (KCSO) that a suicidal subject had left their city
approximately 10 minutes earlier and was possibly heading to his "parents house" in the
city of Redmond (county of King). According to the Maple Valley Police Department, the
subject was described as being a black male, 33 years of age, and having the name of
Richard Sherman (DOB
The Maple Valley Police Department stated Sherman had
"threatened to hang himself", was "HBD (had been drinking)", and possessed no weapons that
they were aware of. Due to the subject possibly being in route to the city of Redmond with
suicidal thoughts, RPD Dispatch posted a 'Patrol Info' call on the FLEX mobile data
computer (MDC) screen for officer's awareness.
At approximately 0121 hours, RPD Dispatch posted additional information into the 'Patrol
Info' call, stating the Maple Valley Police Department had called back and advised RPD that
the subject (Sherman) had "threatened suicide by cop". The new information went on to
state the subject (Sherman) "tried to grab a firearm from an officer" before leaving Maple
Valley and possibly traveling to Redmond. The address in Redmond was later determined to
be
Redmond, WA. Additional information provided by the Maple Valley
Police Department was the subject's wife had left the subject's house in Maple Valley in a
separate vehicle and was driving to her mother's house (
).
While patrolling the 'Ocean' district of the city of Redmond in a fully marked city of
Redmond K-9 Patrol Vehicle, I observed the subject (Richard Sherman) walking down the
middle of the street eastbound on NE 24th Street in the 17400 block. I observed Sherman
wearing dark colored workout/jumpsuit type clothing and I observed he had long dread locks
like he had while playing for the Seattle Seahawks. As a fan of the National Football
League (NFL) and of the Seattle Seahawks, I had watched Sherman play several football games
and was fully aware of what he looked like. Upon observing Sherman walk eastbound on NE
24th Street, I immediately notified the on duty patrol Sergeant C. Tell of my observations
and that I was not going to contact him. I further advised Sergeant C. Tell that Sherman
appeared to be walking towards the residence where his wife was said to be (
). Sergeant C. Tell agreed that contact with Sherman should not be made based on the
information received from the Maple Valley Police Department. I then turned north onto
175th Ave NE from NE 24th Street and continued northbound until reaching West Lake
Sammamish Pkwy. Sergeant C. Tell requested RPD Dispatch contact the Bellevue Police
Department and apprise them of the situation due to the proximity to their city limits.
At approximately 0146 hours, the Washington State Patrol (WSP) notified RPD Dispatch that
troopers were out with the subject's vehicle (black Mercedes) in the area of NE 24th Street
and 151 Ave NE, Bellevue, WA. WSP advised RPD Dispatch that the vehicle had been called
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crime of Attempted Residential Burglary (occupied), a Class B felony. The probable cause
was initially established by Sergeant C. Tell via phone with occupants of the residence.
Further probable cause existed for Hit & Run (unattended), a misdemeanor, established by
WSP Troopers. And finally, prior to making any physical contact with Richard Sherman to
affect an arrest for the aforementioned crimes, Sergeant C. Tell spoke directly with the
father of the residence and confirmed probable cause did so exist. The father was
adamantly requesting the prosecution of Sherman.
DANGER TO THE PUBLIC AND PEACE OFFICERS:
RPD Officers were advised by RPD Dispatch that Sherman had made comments directly to law
enforcement officials with the Maple Valley Police Department that he was suicidal and that
if they touched him it would be a "fight to the death". Sherman made mention to Maple
Valley Police Department officers that he would be respectful however if any of them
touched him, he would take their gun away.
Sherman prior to direct physical contact was non-compliant and highly confrontational, even
after having been explained the nature of the law enforcement response and how probable
cause existed for his arrest. Sherman was spoken to by Sergeant C. Tell in a polite,
professional manner...referring to him as Mr. Sherman, however Sherman continued to be
verbally non-compliant. Sherman was directly advised by Sergeant C. Tell that he was under
arrest for a felony crime, that officers were in possession of less-lethal force options
to affect an arrest if necessary, and that a police K-9 (PSD Griff) was present as an
apprehension/force tool if necessary. Sherman acknowledged each of these points made by
Sergeant C. Tell, even pointing out the RPD officers with the less-lethal shotguns and
pointing to PSD Griff. Sergeant C. Tell repeatedly told Sherman he was under arrest for
committing a felony crime and that if he failed to surrender peacefully, force to include a
potential K-9 application would be used. Sherman continued to display non-compliance, to
include flexing his upper body muscles as a pre-attack indicator.
Based on the volatile nature of the call prior to our arrival, to include information
relayed to officers about a firearm being present and bear mace having been deployed, I
believe that if Sherman would have escaped he would have posed a risk to public safety
since he would continue to have an opportunity to perpetrate further crimes against the
public in his mental and physical state.
If in fact Sherman was allowed to escape our attempt at arrest, he might have also posed a
significant threat to officers that came into contact with him later due to his choice of
being non-compliant and suicidal by cop. Though the suspect was standing outside the
residence when he was contacted by law enforcement, the door to the residence was open at
one point by the father while he spoke with officers. Officers were aware the father was
in possession of a firearm. This was a serious concern because if Sherman was allowed to
escape, he could have retreated inside the residence and possibly retrieved the firearm.
Sherman had not been searched and although he was not wearing a shirt at the time of
initial contact, he was wearing sweatpants with pockets that might have possessed an
unknown weapon(s). Maple Valley Police Officers advised earlier in the evening they were
not aware that Sherman was in possession of any weapons however Sherman had an opportunity
to retrieve weapons from his vehicle once he wrecked it and prior to contact with RPD and
WSP.
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If in fact Sherman evaded our attempt at arrest and escaped to hide, he would have had the
opportunity to use, obtain, or improvise a weapon and ambush any pursuing officers. Due to
Sherman's alcohol and prescription drug intake as reported by family members, it is
unknown what his intentions for harm against law enforcement would have been if he would
have escaped.
Sherman had been 'bear maced' by family members while he attempted to force open the front
door to the residence. Although he was flushing his eyes out during our arrival, the mace
appeared to have little to no effect. Officers were unaware of the chemical contents, more
specifically the propellant of the bear mace therefore based on training and experience
officers were unable to utilize their TASERS during this encounter. By deploying an
electrical charge to an unknown chemical propellant, the subject could have ignited into
flames causing severe injury, therefore this less-lethal tool was not an option.
Although less-lethal shotguns were deployed, the stand-off distance to Sherman was far too
close, thereby making these tools useless. To have deployed a less-lethal bean bag at such
a close range would have caused extensive injury therefore this less-lethal tool was not
an option.
Although some officers possessed a collapsible/metal baton, Sherman exhibited undaunting
strength and therefore these less-lethal tools would have not applied the necessary force
to assist with the arrest. The baton as a less-lethal tool was not an option.
Due to the dangerous nature of the offenses caused by Sherman, I was concerned that when
officers physically contacted the suspect the situation would be escalated. Sherman
himself repeatedly stated he would not be arrested and would not be handcuffed. I knew
based on the muscular physique of the suspect and his non-compliance to commands, both the
officers and the suspect could be physically hurt in a fight.
The situation was tense and evolving rapidly and Sherman had defeated several levels of
force with some not being available for use by officers (less-lethal shotgun, etc.). Once
Sherman began to be physically combative and non-compliant with officers grabbing his arms
in an attempt to safely secure him in handcuffs, the only quick and safe alternative was to
utilize PSD Griff. Sherman had already made statements that any officer that touched him
would risk being disarmed of their firearm therefore the application of PSD Griff was the
only alternative.
ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE OR EVADE ARREST:
When ordered to surrender by Sergeant C. Tell and place his hands behind his back, Sherman
began to back pedal and counter all attempts to grab his arms. As previously noted,
Sherman had made statements that he would "fight to the death" and after multiple requests
to comply with arrest orders, he declined to do so. Sergeant C. Tell reached out and
grabbed Sherman's right arm to which he (Sherman) pushed Sergeant C. Tell's arm away. At
the same time Sergeant C. Tell was attempting to grab Sherman's right arm, WSP Trooper J.
Arata was attempting to grab Sherman's left arm. Sherman pushed both Sergeant C. Tell and
Trooper J. Arata away and continued to evade arrest by egressing backward. Sergeant C.
Tell and Trooper J. Arata continued to try to capture Sherman's wrists/arms in an attempt
to handcuff him however he defeated these initial attempts. It was at this point I
attempted a direct application of PSD Griff to Sherman's left quadricep as a means of
incapacitating his movement quickly and getting him into custody via handcuffs. This first
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attempted application failed and PSD Griff did not make contact on Sherman. PSD Griff
went to reengage Sherman's left quadricep who at this point was in a violent physical fight
with law enforcement officials however Trooper J. Arata had at the same time attempted to
tackle Sherman and came into the direct path and contact with PSD Griff. Trooper J. Arata
sustained a minor bruise to his upper left shoulder from PSD Griff due to being in the
direct line of application. I then attempted to redirect PSD Griff to Sherman's upper leg
again as he was still in a physical fight with law enforcement officials however this
application was again thwarted and PSD Griff made contact with Sergeant C. Tell's upper
left leg. I removed PSD Griff and created distance as the physical fight had not since
crashed to the ground. Several officers were attempting to remove Sherman's arms from
underneath him where he had secreted them near his upper torso and waistline. Officers
were failing at attempts to gain compliance/control from Sherman therefore I again had the
only alternative of applying PSD Griff to Sherman's left calf that was exposed under the
pile of people. PSD Griff attempted to make contact with Sherman's left calf however right
before application was made, Sherman kicked his foot and PSD Griff made contact with the
upper part of his left foot. A photograph of the small laceration received to Sherman's
left foot was later photographed and uploaded to evidence.com.
Photos of injuries sustained by Sergeant C. Tell and Trooper J. Arata were also uploaded to
evidence.com. No other injuries were either reported nor viewed on Sherman both on scene
or at the hospital.
No further details.
D. McNamara
4278
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington
that all statements made herein are true and accurate and that I am entering my
authorized User ID and password to authenticate it (RCW 9A.72.085). This
document is electronically submitted from an electronic device that is owned,
issued, and maintained by a criminal justice agency.
Electronically Signed: D. MCNAMARA 4278
Redmond/King/Washington
Date: Wed Jul 14 06:06:36 2021
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Narrative
Officer: R. Lazo
Date/Time Stamp: Wed Jul 14 05:01:24 2021
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Witness information - Enter all Witness(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
2. Additional suspects - Enter all Suspect(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
3. Describe property taken; show make, model, serial numbers and
individual values, where taken from, etc.
4. Property damaged; describe with dollar loss
5. Statements; from whom, and taken by
6. Evidence - Enter all Evidence in the Law Incident Involvements
7. Photos
8. Latents
9. Casualties or death; nature of injuries, attending physician, where
treated, etc.
10.Narrative; describe/reconstruct incident, crime scene
Start report below line:
============================================================================
7. Videos / Photos
- uploaded to evidence.com
10. Narrative
On 07/14/21, I was employed by the Redmond Police Department and operating a
marked police vehicle with overhead emergency lights and the word "POLICE"
affixed to either side of the vehicle. I was also in a full police uniform with
a shield on the front identifying me as a police officer in the City of Redmond
and a patch on the back of my uniform which has the words "Redmond Police"
affixed. I was previously employed by the New York City Police Department where
I was trained in Auto Crime by the department's Criminal Enterprise Division
along with training in both identifying and testing for numerous controlled
substances by the Plain Clothes Unit.
At approximately 0121 hours, I was advised by dispatch that Maple Valley had
contacted a male identified as Richard Sherman (DOB:
) at his residence
earlier in the night. Maple Valley advised Richard was suicidal, threatened
suicide-by-cop, and left the residence to possibly head toward an address in
Redmond. It should be noted that I am aware of Richard Sherman being a
professional athlete and as such his physical prowess as compared to myself.
At approximately 0149 hours, I was dispatched to a report of a disturbance at
, within the City of Redmond, King County, State of Washington,
98052. Dispatch advised the caller stated her husband, identified as Richard
Sherman, was outside of the above address and acting crazy.
Approximately two minutes later, the caller advised Richard was attempting to
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document is electronically submitted from an electronic device that is owned,
issued, and maintained by a criminal justice agency.
Electronically Signed: R. Lazo
Redmond/King/Washington
Date: Wed Jul 14 05:05:42 2021
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Narrative
Officer: H. Dagley 4343
Date/Time Stamp: Wed Jul 14 05:56:47 2021
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Witness information - Enter all Witness(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
2. Additional suspects - Enter all Suspect(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
3. Describe property taken; show make, model, serial numbers and
individual values, where taken from, etc.
4. Property damaged; describe with dollar loss
5. Statements; from whom, and taken by
6. Evidence - Enter all Evidence in the Law Incident Involvements
7. Photos
8. Latents
9. Casualties or death; nature of injuries, attending physician, where
treated, etc.
10.Narrative; describe/reconstruct incident, crime scene
Start report below line:
============================================================================
7. PHOTOS:
All photos uploaded to Evidence.com.
10. NARRATIVE:
On 07/13/21 at 2338 hours a patrol info call came in advising a suicidal subject was
leaving Maple Valley and was headed to his family's house in Redmond. The subject was
reported to be Richard Sherman (
) and the address he was going to was
, Redmond, WA. On 07/14/21 at approximately 0121 hours dispatch further advised Richard
had threatened suicide by cop and had attempted to grab an officer's firearm. Then at
approximately 0142 hours Officer McNamara located Richard walking in the middle of NE 24 ST
approaching 175th AVE NE. Several minutes later dispatch advised Richard's wife, A
M
S
(
), was reporting Richard was "crazy" and at the house. It was then
advised the homeowner, R
M
(
), had sprayed Richard with bear spray and was
now arming himself with a gun. Another reporting party then advised Richard was on
antidepressants and had been drinking.
It is worth noting Richard Sherman is a professional football player. Richard makes his
living playing a highly physical contact sport. His DOL return lists him as being 6'3" and
weighing 200 pounds. For comparison I am 5'8" and weigh 150 pounds. Based on this
information I knew Richard was larger than me, stronger than me, and faster than me. It was
also known Richard was intoxicated and had made it clear he was willing to fight with
police.
On 07/14/21 at approximately 0151 hours I responded code 2 to
, City of
Redmond, County of King. I arrived on scene and met with other officers a few blocks away
from the residence. At this time several Troopers from Washington State Patrol arrived on
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scene and advised they had probable cause to arrest Richard for DUI and hit and run.
Before contacting Richard, we were able to establish clear roles for each officer. It was
decided I would provide less lethal cover for our arrest team.
I then drove to the corner of 180 AVE NE and NE 30 ST to approach the house on foot. I
deployed the less lethal shotgun from my patrol car. I chambered a bean bag round on the
less lethal shotgun and then carried it at the low ready. It is worth noting at no time did
I point my shotgun at anyone or lift it from the low ready position.
As I walked down NE 30 ST toward the residence, I could see Richard pacing back and forth
in front of the door. Richard was shirtless and he was actively wiping his face with his
sweater. When we got close to the residence Sergeant Tell called out to Richard and asked
him to come speak with us. Richard complied with this request and walked out to the end of
the driveway to talk with Sgt. Tell. While Sgt. Tell spoke with Richard, I stood in the
road approximately twenty feet away and continued to provide less lethal cover. From my
position I observed Richard was visibly sweating and he could not stand still. Richard's
movements were erratic, and his conversation was repetitive. Richard stated R
had
kidnapped his children and that is why he was so upset.
Sgt. Tell then spoke with the family inside the residence and advised there was probable
cause to arrest Richard for attempted residential burglary.
Richard was advised he was under arrest and was ordered to turn around and drop to his
knees. Richard refused these commands and asked multiple times for officers to prove he had
committed a crime. Richard then stated, "If you touch me it will be a long day in court."
Officers continued to give Richard lawful commands to turn around and go down to his knees,
but he continued to disobey these orders. Officers told Richard if he did not follow
commands force would be used against him.
Ofc. Lazo and Sgt. Tell then approached Richard and attempted to gain control of his arms.
Richard immediately began to resist arrest and attempted to pull away and run. One of the
Troopers on scene was able to grab Richard from behind and they both fell to the ground. At
this time, I advised dispatch we were in a fight. It took about seven officers and a
police K9 to gain control of Richard on the ground and place him into handcuffs (See
involved officer's reports for further). After Richard was in handcuffs, I immediately
requested aid respond to the scene to treat his injuries and the injuries sustained to
officers.
It is worth noting at no time did I go hands on with Richard.
I then went to the residence and spoke with R
. R
advised his family was
upstairs hiding in the bathroom during the incident while he stood at the doorway with his
gun and bear spray. I asked R
how many people were inside the home and he advised
there were a total of nine family members in the residence. I asked R
if anyone was
injured or needed medical attention and he stated no one was hurt.
R
then showed me security video of the incident. The video shows Richard yelling at
the front door and you can hear the family screaming inside. Richard then steps back,
lowers his shoulder, and rams into the front door with full force multiple times in an
attempt to gain entry. A copy of the video was later uploaded to Evidence.com.
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R
was provided with a written statement form which he filled out and returned to
officers. In his statement, R
indicates Richard did not have permission to enter the
residence or damage the door. R
also states Richard's actions made him fearful for
himself and his family.
I then spoke with A
M
S
(
) who is Richard's wife. A
advised
Richard is suffering from mental health issues referred to him as a "psycho". A
then
told me an ERPO had been issued for Richard due to his recent behavior. A
then advised
when Richard has a mental health episode like this, he does not remember anything about it
the next day.
I asked A
what had occurred at their home in Maple Valley but she was very hesitant to
answer this line of questioning. A
did tell me Richard had caused a large disturbance
at their home earlier in the night. The police responded to their residence and had
advised her to take her children and stay with her parents for the night. A
stated she
had taken the keys for all the vehicles and did not tell Richard where she was going.
A
then began to cry and stated she was afraid because she did not know how Richard
found her and she didn't want her kids to experience him like this.
This ends my involvement in this case.
END.
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington
that all statements made herein are true and accurate and that I am entering my
authorized User ID and password to authenticate it (RCW 9A.72.085). This
document is electronically submitted from an electronic device that is owned,
issued, and maintained by a criminal justice agency.
Electronically Signed: H. Dagley
Redmond/King/Washington
Date: Wed Jul 14 06:04:41 2021
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Narrative
Officer: N. Romero (#4256)
Date/Time Stamp: Wed Jul 14 07:59:43 PDT 2021
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Witness information - Enter all Witness(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
2. Additional suspects - Enter all Suspect(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
3. Describe property taken; show make, model, serial numbers and
individual values, where taken from, etc.
4. Property damaged; describe with dollar loss
5. Statements; from whom, and taken by
6. Evidence - Enter all Evidence in the Law Incident Involvements
7. Photos
8. Latents
9. Casualties or death; nature of injuries, attending physician, where
treated, etc.
10.Narrative; describe/reconstruct incident, crime scene
Start report below line:
============================================================================
7. Photos;
- Taken of an injury the suspect (Richard K. Sherman
left foot. Uploaded to evidence.com.

) sustained on his

- Taken of several small abrasions on my (Officer N. Romero) right forearm.
Uploaded to evidence.com.
- Taken of a black Mercedes key FOB located in Sherman's left pants pocket.
Uploaded to evidence.com.
10. Narrative
On 07/14/21, I was working as commissioned police officer for the Redmond Police
Department in Redmond, Washington, King County. I was wearing a fully-marked
police uniform and was operating a fully-marked patrol vehicle.
At approximately 2341 hours, on 07/13/21, Redmond Police dispatch received an
information report from the King County Sheriff's Office (KCSO) about a
"suicidal" subject out of Maple Valley, Washington. That report detailed the
following: a suicidal subject, identified as Richard K. Sherman (
), left
his residence in Maple Valley and was possibly headed to his "parents" residence
in Redmond located at
, Redmond, King County, Washington; Sherman
had threatened to "hang himself" and was associated with a black Mercedes with
Washington state license plate (BBB3425). Several minutes later, dispatch
received an update from KCSO advising Sherman had been located at his residence.
On 07/14/21, at approximately 01:21 hours, dispatch received an additional
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to the residence. For the following reasons, I secured and deployed my
department issued less-lethal shotgun: it was reported Sherman was suicidal,
had tried to take an officer's gun, was heavily intoxicated, and was a
professional football player with a large build. As we approached the residence
on foot, I observed a male walking in front of the residence that I immediately
recognized as Sherman. As we come closer to the home, I could see Sherman bend
down and kneel in the front yard, several yards away from the front door. While
in the street, Sgt. Tell began speaking to Sherman in a loud but calm manner.
Please see Sgt. Tell's report for his initial interaction with Sherman.
Eventually, Sherman walked out of the front yard and to the end of the driveway,
where Sgt. Tell continued to speak with him. While speaking with Sgt. Tell,
Sherman was continuously wiping his face with what appeared to be a shirt or
sweatshirt, and at one point stated he had been sprayed in the face. While
speaking with Sherman, Sgt. Tell advised him that for the safety of everyone
involved, he (Sherman) would have to be placed into handcuffs. Upon hearing
this, Sherman told Sgt. Tell, you're not putting me in cuffs.
Sgt. Tell continued to speaking and interacting with Sherman in what I believed
was an attempt to deescalate the situation. Sgt. Tell was speaking in a calm and
collected manner and was allowing Sherman adequate time to respond to his
statements. Despite Sgt. Tell's efforts, Sherman was argumentative and began
responding in what sounded like an annoyed tone. When Sherman continued to
argue with Sgt. Tell, he (Sgt. Tell) went to the front of the resident to speak
with R
, while a trooper began speaking with Sherman. Please see Sgt.
Tell's report for his contact with R
.
Shortly after speaking with R
, Sgt. Tell walked back to the front of the
driveway, where he contacted Sherman once more. Sgt. Tell advised Sherman there
was probable cause to arrest him for attempted burglary and for damaging the
door of the residence, and that he was being placed under arrest. Upon hearing
this, Sherman became argumentative and wanted to know why he was being placed
under arrest, despite Sgt. Tell having just informed him.
Sgt. Tell, again, advised Sherman he was being placed under arrest, and to get
down onto his knees. Sherman refused to listen to Sgt. Tell's lawful orders and
continued to argue. Sgt. Tell informed Sherman several additional times he was
under arrest, and that he needed to cooperate with the police. When Sherman
refused to listen to all of Sgt. Tell's commands, Sgt. Tell and several
officers, including several WSP Troopers, approached Sherman to place him under
arrest. When they did this, Sherman suddenly began backing up and pulling his
arms away from the officers, resisting their attempts to gain control of his
person. Despite the officers and troopers' commands for Sherman to stop
resisting, along with their attempts to detain him, Sherman continued to
struggle with them. The struggle eventually led to the middle of the street,
where Sherman, the officers, and troopers all fell onto the concrete. As this
all rapidly unfolded, I placed my less-lethal shotgun down to try and assist the
officers and troopers with detaining Sherman.
Immediately upon placing my less-lethal shotgun down, I ran over to where
Sherman, the officers, and troopers fell onto the roadway. Sherman appeared to
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have fallen onto his stomach and part of his right side, and it appeared that
his right arm was tucked underneath his body. As officers and troopers were
attempting to gain control of his legs and left arm, I grabbed onto his right
arm and bicep with my right hand to attempt to move his arm behind his back into
a cuffing position. When I started to pull on his right arm, I could feel
Sherman exhibiting muscular tension: I could feel Sherman flexing his right
bicep, as he attempted to pull his arm away from me and back into his own body.
As Sherman did this, I readjusted my grip and began holding onto his right
forearm with my right hand. Again, I could feel Sherman exhibiting muscular
tension, as he was flexing his right forearm and was trying to pull his arm away
from me and back into his body. Eventually, with the help of another officer, I
was able to move Sherman's right arm from underneath his body and towards the
small of his back. Once both of his arm's were in the proper cuffing position,
Sherman was placed into handcuffs by one of the WSP Troopers.
Shortly after Sherman's detention, I felt a slight pain and soreness in my right
forearm. When I checked on my arm sometime later, I saw that I had multiple
small abrasions on my right forearm. I believe the abrasions, along with the
pain and soreness in my right forearm, had been caused by my attempt to gain
control of Sherman's right arm while on the concrete. Several pictures of the
abrasions were taken, and later uploaded to evidence.com.
Next, Redmond fire and aid responded to the scene to conduct a medical
assessment of Sherman. Shortly after, it was determined Sherman needed to be
transported to a local hospital for further treatment for an injury he sustained
during his detain and for a blood-draw related to WSP's DUI investigation.
Redmond Fire and aid then transported Sherman to the Evergreen Medical Center in
Kirkland, WA. Officer J. Cassidy was inside the aid vehicle, while I followed
the aid vehicle to the medical center.
Once at the medical center, I took multiple pictures of an injury Sherman
appeared to have sustained on the outside of his left foot, next to his left
ankle. The injury appeared to be a 1 to 2-inch laceration. These pictures were
later uploaded to evidence.com. Sherman was eventually treated for the injury,
and the laceration was stitched up. After the laceration was stitched, I took
several additional pictures of Sherman's left foot. These pictures were also
uploaded to evidence.com.
Once Sherman was medically cleared, I escorted him to my patrol vehicle, as I
would be transporting him to the Redmond Police Department. Prior to placing
Sherman into my patrol vehicle, I conducted a search of his person. Its
important to note: inside the left pocket of Sherman's black pants, I located a
black Mercedes key FOB. I took several pictures of the key FOB, which I later
uploaded to evidence.com. I then transported Sherman to the Redmond Police
Department. Sherman was eventually transported to King County Jail (KCJ) in
Seattle, WA, by Officers S. Cassidy and K. Kaptur where he was booked for the
crimes of DV-Attempted Residential Burglary and Malicious Mischief.
Later, I provided Redmond Police records with a copy of Sherman's medical
discharge paperwork associated with the injury on his left foot and a copy of
the WSP warrant for Sherman's blood-draw associated with the WSP DUI
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investigation. (WSP Case 21-012698) The discharge paperwork had been provided to
me by the medical center, and the original forms for both the medical discharge
paperwork and warrant were sent with Sherman to KCJ and a provided to jail
staff.
This ended my involvement in this case.
END.
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington
that all statements made herein are true and accurate and that I am entering my
authorized User ID and password to authenticate it (RCW 9A.72.085). This
document is electronically submitted from an electronic device that is owned,
issued, and maintained by a criminal justice agency.
Electronically Signed: N. Romero (#4256)
Redmond/King/Washington
Date: Wed Jul 14 08:03:08 PDT 2021
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Narrative
Officer:
J. Cassidy #0505
Date/Time Stamp:
Wed Jul 14 08:25:53 PDT 2021
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Witness information - Enter all Witness(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
2. Additional suspects - Enter all Suspect(s) names in the Law Incident
Involvements
3. Describe property taken; show make, model, serial numbers and
individual values, where taken from, etc.
4. Property damaged; describe with dollar loss
5. Statements; from whom, and taken by
6. Evidence - Enter all Evidence in the Law Incident Involvements
7. Photos
8. Latents
9. Casualties or death; nature of injuries, attending physician, where
treated, etc.
10.Narrative; describe/reconstruct incident, crime scene
Start report below line:
============================================================================
WITNESS:
- M

S

, A

(

)

SUSPECT:
- Sherman, Richard K. (

)

PROPERTY TAKEN / RECOVERED:
- N/A
PROPERTY DAMAGED:
- Refer to Officer Lazo's report.
WRITTEN STATEMENTS:
- Refer to Officer Lazo's report.
EVIDENCE / PHOTOS:
- Refer to other officer's reports.
LATENTS:
- N/A
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CASUALTIES / DEATH:
- Refer to other officer's reports for information.
NARRATIVE:
On 07/13/21 at approximately 23:38, I was working uniformed patrol for the City
of Redmond in a fully marked police vehicle. Redmond dispatch received a call
from the Maple Valley Police Department which was a contract city for the King
County Sheriff's Office. Maple Valley Police reported a suicidal subject named
Richard K. Sherman (
) left Maple Valley approximately ten minutes prior
and could have been enroute to his parent's house in Redmond. The dispatcher
notes said Sherman threatened to hang himself, had been drinking alcohol, and
did not have weapons.
The dispatchers ran Sherman and put his information in the call's state returns
tab. One of Sherman's items was for a concealed pistol license. The return
showed Sherman's concealed pistol license had been revoked.
At approximately 23:49, Redmond dispatch updated the call and added a note that
Sherman was located at his home in Maple Valley.
On 07/14/21 at approximately 01:21, Maple Valley Police called back to tell us
Sherman threatened suicide by cop and that he tried to grab an officer's
firearm. They said Sherman left the residence approximately five minutes prior
and possible was headed toward Redmond. They said Sherman's wife left and
possibly was headed to Redmond as well.
K-9 Officer D. McNamara located Sherman.
information.

Refer to his statement for further

Sergeant C. Tell request officers meet up near the family's residence to
coordinate. I arrived with other officers at the intersection of NE 24 ST and
175 AVE NE. Refer to Sergeant Tell's report for more information.
As we waited on additional information from Sergeant Tell, Washington State
Troopers arrived at our location. They located Sherman's vehicle near NE 24 ST
and 151 AVE NE, Redmond, WA, after receiving the report of a DUI.
At some point prior to arriving at the victim's residence, dispatch said the
female was calling in saying her husband was at the house going crazy. I took
the female mentioned to be Sherman's wife A
M
S
(
The residence she was at was actually her parents house,
,
Redmond, WA 98052, King County.
Sergeant Tell assigned each officer a separate responsibility. He assigned me
to lethal cover when contacting Sherman. I asked him about Sherman's attempt at
taking a firearm from a Maple Valley officer earlier in the evening. Sergeant
Tell said Sherman did not attempt to take a firearm, but Sherman said he would
take their firearm if they tried to touch him. Refer to Sergeant Tell's
narrative for more information about what he learned from his phone calls.
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Our entire squad responded to the victim's residence assisted by Washington
State Troopers. The troopers that were involved were Sergeant D. Foster,
Troopers C. DeHart, B. Silver, J. Arata, and J. Solberg. The troopers assisted
with contacting Sherman due to their DUI investigation. The State Patrol case
number was 21-012698.
We approached the
front yard of the
his face off with
information about

residence on foot, and I saw Sherman walking around in the
residence. It appeared he was using a water spigot to wipe
water. Refer to Sergeant Tell's report for further
his interaction with Sherman.

I watched Sherman as he walked out to the street. His shirt was off, and he was
wearing warm up pants. I did not see any weapons in his waist band or hands.
The sergeant and troopers attempted to talk to him and take him into custody.
Sherman made statements that he did not do anything and mentioned they were
trying to kidnap his children. Sherman pulled away when officers attempted to
take him into custody. Refer to the other officer's statements for further
information.
Sherman was cuffed after officers took him to the ground. I secured my rifle
and Officer H. Dagley's less lethal shotgun prior to returning to the scene.
Troopers and I stayed with Sherman while Redmond Fire examined his injuries.
I read Sherman his Miranda rights from my department issued office reference
guide. I asked him if he understood his rights, and Sherman nodded his head
slightly. I aske him if he could say yes or no. Sherman did not respond. I
asked Sherman if he understood his rights, and he did not respond. I read
Sherman court rule 3.1, but he did not respond. Sherman refused to acknowledge
his rights at approximately 02:35.
Redmond Fire loaded Sherman into their ambulance for transport to Redmond
Evergreen Emergency Room. I rode in the ambulance and saw Sherman fell asleep
quickly and sleep the entire drive to the hospital. Prior to arriving at
Redmond E.R., fire was told to bring Sherman to the Evergreen Kirkland E.R.
instead.
Sherman had a cut on his left foot which was sutured by the doctor. The doctor
gave Sherman Augmentin and used lidocaine prior to suturing his foot. The
doctor said that treatment should not affect the blood draw test. I informed
the trooper of the medication the hospital gave Sherman to note it for his DUI.
The trooper served a search warrant and conducted a DUI blood draw at
approximately 04:32.
Officer N. Romero and I transported Sherman back to the police department where
he was transferred into the custody of Officer S. Cassidy for transport to King
County Jail.
END OF NARRATIVE / INVESTIGATION COMPLETE
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington
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that all statements made herein are true and accurate and that I am entering my
authorized User ID and password to authenticate it (RCW 9A.72.085). This
document is electronically submitted from an electronic device that is owned,
issued, and maintained by a criminal justice agency.
Electronically Signed:
Redmond/King/Washington

Date:

J. Cassidy
Wed Jul 14 08:26:08 PDT 2021
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It was my goal to attempt to control Richard from a distance if possible.
Because he had threatened to commit suicide by police officer, had consumed
alcohol and other prescription drugs, and was reported to be suffering from a
mental health crisis I thought control from a distance was the best option.
This option also required Richard to display some level of compliance. Richard
failed to cooperate in any way. After I repeatedly told him he was under arrest
he began to back away from me, moving towards the house. I attempted to grab
Richards right arm but he spun away from me and I lost my grip.

I then grabbed Richard's left arm and attempted to pull him to the ground.
Richard attempted to pull his arm away from me. He was spinning and pulling in
an attempt to get out of my control. He was using his muscular strength to
physically resist out attempts at control. Other officers attempted assist with
getting him on the ground. At one point Richard spun away from me and the
canine Griff, bit me on the left upper inner thigh. I let go of Richard and
advised Ofc. McNamara Griff was biting me and he promptly removed Griff from my
leg.

I then reengaged with the other officer in an attempt to controlling Richard. I
held Richard down on the ground by pressing the side of his face into the
ground, other officers were then able to roll Richard on to his stomach. When
Richard was on his stomach he was refusing to put his hands behind his back.
Richard was actively resisting as he pulled his hands close to his body and was
using muscular tension to resist officers attempts to place his hands behind his
back. I assisted by pulling his left hand to the small of his back. Richard
also refused to put his right hand behind his back. I could see that his shirt,
which he was not wearing but holding it in his hands, was pinned under him. He
was grabbing onto the shirt in an attempt to resist officers attempts to put his
hand behind his back. Evenly officers were able to put his hands behind his
back and apply handcuffs.

Aid was requested for a dog bite. While aid was enroute, WSP offered Richard and
then wrapped a dog bit injury with a bandage wrap. A Redmond Fire Aid Unit
arrived offered Richard medical assistance and he refused medical treatment. I
tried to convince him to accept aid, he did not want to accept assistance. RFD
provided their case number is REFD 00704021.

I then made a command notification. I also had the Aid Unit check my dog bite
and they advised I needed medical assistance. I later responded to the hospital
to receive medical treatment for my injury.
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I spoke with A
and asked if she had any questions. She was concerned with
the location of the vehicle that Richard had driven. She had not other
questions.

I then cleared the scene.
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington
that all statements made herein are true and accurate and that I am entering my
authorized User ID and password to authenticate it (RCW 9A.72.085). This
document is electronically submitted from an electronic device that is owned,
issued, and maintained by a criminal justice agency.
Electronically Signed:C. Tell/#4305
Redmond/King/Washington
Date:Wed Jul 14 08:28:53 PDT 2021
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Witness List:
C TELL
8701 160 AVE NE, REDMOND, WA 98073

POLICE OFFICER
WORK: (425)556-2500

J CASSIDY
8701 160 AVE NE, REDMOND, WA 98073

POLICE OFFICER
WORK: (425)556-2500

D MCNAMARA
8701 160 AVE NE, REDMOND, WA 98073

POLICE OFFICER
WORK: (425)556-2500

H DAGLEY
8701 160 AVE NE, REDMOND, WA 98073

POLICE OFFICER
WORK: (425)556-2500

R LAZO
8701 160 AVE NE, REDMOND, WA 98073

POLICE OFFICER
WORK: (425)556-2500

N ROMERO
8701 160 AVE NE, REDMOND, WA 98073

POLICE OFFICER
WORK: (425)556-2500
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